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                Tudor Style

                A traditional, yet contemporary, look that reflects the metal windows found in Tudor-style homes. They are also reminiscent of upscale Soho lofts with their historic windows…this style can also be replicated for use as interior room dividers. Solid, heavy construction and a durable, waterproof finish will not rust or deteriorate even after many years of hard use. Each unit is custom-built to order with a wide variety of grid and mullion sizes and unique lattice patterns.

Download product pdf

                Get an estimate
                or schedule an appointment
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            	Features
	Specifications
	Options*


            
                                                                    	
                                1. Thick Tempered Glass

                                A single piece of 3/8″ tempered glass provides a solid, wobble-free structure. Mullions applied on both the inside and outside of the enclosure create a true divided-light effect and are completely leak proof. We will work with you to create just the number and size of mullions to suit your particular project. Also available with printed mullions on the inside for easier cleaning.

                            
	
                                2. Pressure Hinges

                                Ensure a water-tight seal and supports even the heaviest doors of any size.  Bottom waterproofing ensures leakproof performance.

                            
	
                                3. Handle Styles

                                Choose any style of through-the-glass handle or frame-mounted traditional.

                            
	
                                4. High Quality Framing

                                Standard is 6463-T5 aluminum alloy with an extremely durable powder-coated finish, similar to that used in the automotive industry or on barbecue grills. 

                            
	
                                5. Detailed Design

                                All Tudor Style units are designed with detailed CAD drawings for your review and approval – so you’ll know exactly what you are getting.

                            


                                            

            
                To ensure the utmost in safety, all tempered safety glass is compliant with all ANSI and consumer product safety commission specifications, as well as the even more stringent SGCC specifications.



All exposed glass edges are polished.

            

            
                Choose any style of through-the-glass handle, or frame-mounted traditional.



Can upgrade to low-iron Starphire™ ultra-clear or acid-etched glass. 



Framing is also available in architectural 385 bronze-plated finish to meet your requirements.



Durable powder-coated finishes are available in these standard colors (Oil-Rubbed Bronze, Matte Black, Gunmetal Gray, Silver Steel). Special finishes, as well as plated over brass in polished chrome/nickels or satin finishes, are also available.

                See Glass Options
                See Hardware Options
                See Finish Options
                



                *Upcharge applies.
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        Glass Options
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                VistaShield®

                VistaShield® actually seals pores in glass so that water beads up and rolls away.

                                    	●
                                Prevents etching and corrosion damage	

                            
	●
                                Reduces cleaning time and effort

                            
	●
                                Environmentally friendly - less harsh cleaning agents

                            
	●
                                Eliminates the need for special after-care products

                            
	●
                                10 year warranty
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            Finish Options

            Below are the most common finishes, but we realize there are so many different shades of each.  For the best result, bring us a sample of a finish you like and we will match it.
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                                Aged Patina Brass

                                Architectural 385 brass is aged naturally through exposure to air, water, minerals and soaps- resulting in a fine patina finish. The process of aging patina brass is subject to physical and environmental factors beyond our control... The speed and the degree to which each piece reacts to the "aging" process is as individual as a work of art... which is exactly why aged patina brass is the latest rage within the design commmunity.
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Westchester, NY Lic: WC-27869-H15
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    Please enter your contact information below and a representative will contact you within 48 hours.

    
        
        
            
                Name*
                
            

            
                Email Address*
                
            

        

        
            
                Phone Number*
                
            

            
                City*
                
            

        

        
            
                Best Time to Contact
                --Select--
Daytime
Evening


            

            
                Customer Information
                --Select--
I am a homeowner
I am a landlord
I am a owner


            

        

        
            
                Inquiry for
                --Select--
Owner


            

        

        
            Comments
            
        


        
        
    

    
      Thanks for reaching out. We'll be in touch shortly.

    













